MATCH REPORT

Date: SAT 23 AUG 2008 08:30
Classification: 11 - 12
Venue: Olympic Green Hockey Stadium
Pitch: 1
Match No.: M35

Result

Full Time: 3 - 3
Halftime: 1 - 1
Extra Time: 4 - 3

CHN-China vs RSA-South Africa

Time on | Shirt No. | Name                      | Green | Yellow | Red
--------|-----------|---------------------------|-------|--------|------
X        | 1         | SUN Tianjun               |       |        |      
X        | 6         | LUO Fangming              |       |        |      
X        | 8         | JIANG Xishang             |       |        |      
X        | 9         | SONG Yi (C)               |       | 16     | 20   
38       | 10        | LI Wei                    |       |        |      
11       | 11        | LUI Fenghui               |       |        |      
X        | 12        | MENG Xuguang              |       |        |      
X        | 15        | LIU Xianlang              |       |        |      
9        | 16        | MENG Lizhi                |       |        |      
X        | 17        | HU Liang                  |       |        |      
X        | 18        | MENG Jun                  |       |        | 25   
X        | 20        | NA Yubo                   |       |        |      
X        | 25        | SU Rlleng (GK)            |       |        |      
27       | 27        | TAO Zhinan (GK)           |       |        |      
5        | 29        | AO Changrong              |       |        |      
X        | 32        | HU Huien                  |       |        |      
Coach    |            | KIM Sang Ryul (KOR)       |       |        |      

Time on | Shirt No. | Name                      | Green | Yellow | Red
--------|-----------|---------------------------|-------|--------|------
X        | 1         | CRONJE Andrew             |       |       |      
12       | 2         | SYMONS Ian                |       |       |      
X        | 5         | SMITH Austin              |       |       | 16   
X        | 6         | JACOBs Bruce (C)          |       |       |      
14       | 7         | GALLAGHER Darryn          |       |       |      
8        | 8         | HARPER Marvin             |       |       |      
X        | 9         | SMITH Emile               |       |       |      
X        | 11        | ABRAHAMS Clyde            |       |       |      
X        | 13        | BLAKE Paul                |       |       | 20   
X        | 14        | ROSE-INNES Eric           |       |       |      
X        | 16        | BMM Marvin                |       |       | 12   
X        | 17        | ABBOTT Geoffrey           |       |       |      
7        | 18        | McDade Thornton           |       |       |      
X        | 19        | HIBBERT Christopher (GK)  |       |       |      
X        | 21        | TSOLEKILE Lungile         |       |       |      
12       | 22        | HAMMOND Thomas            |       |       |      
Coach    |            | CLARK Gregg               |       |       |      

Team Manager
DU Zhaocai

Umpire
TEN CATE Rob (NED)

Judge
BUDEISKY Alberto (ARG)

Technical Officer
DOYER Wiert (NED)

Team Manager
YEATS Desmond

Umpire
KUMAR Satinder (IND)

Judge
BRACA Guido (ITA)

Team Manager

Remarks
Golden Goal

Tournament Director - READ Ken (AUS)

Legend:
(C) Captain
(GK) Goalkeeper
X Starting Player